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Supplies

• ONE tea or dish towel; we used a 20" x 28", 100% cotton towel from Dunroven House
NOTE: Right now at Indygo Junction, these towels are featured in a Flash Sale Embroidery Starter Kit: a 
copy of Stitched Style plus two 20" x 28" 100% cotton dishtowels, one bright pink and the other rich 
orange. The kit is on sale for just $23.99, a fabulous 20% discount off retail for our Sew4Home friends, but 
hurry – the offer ends March 17th, but is limited to stock on hand.

• Coordinating cotton !oss

• Iron-on Transfer pen or pencil + office paper OR printable stabilizers such as Bosal’s Tear-Away 
Stabilizer or Sulky’s Sticky + Self-Adhesive Tear-Away Stabilizer

• Embroidery needles

• Embroidery hoop 

• Iron and ironing board

• Terry cloth towel (optional for pressing)

Getting Started

1. Print the Embroidery Design Illustration at the end of this PDF on standard printer paper OR into a 
printable stabilizer, following manufacturer's directions. If you choose the printable stabilizer 
option, you can skip the tracing step below (#2).
IMPORTANT: The illustration consists of ONE 8½" x 11" sheet. You must print this PDF $le at 100%. 
DO NOT SCALE to $t the page.

2. If you printed on standard paper, you'll use a transfer pen or pencil to trace the design. If this is 
your $rst time using a transfer pen or pencil, try a sample $rst on a similar weight of fabric. Amy 
recommends using a pen with a thinner tip since the mark is permanent and a thinner line is easier 
to cover with embroidery.

3. Place a sheet of regular paper (like copy or printer paper) over the design printout. Carefully trace 
the design onto the paper with the iron-on transfer pen or pencil. This design is now an iron-on 
transfer.

4. Transfer the design to your tea towel. Amy centered her design on her tea towel near the bottom. 
To do this, she folded the towel in half lengthwise and pressed the fold to set a center crease. This 
crease will give you a line to work with during placement. 

5. Of course, you can place your design wherever you'd like!

6. If using the stabilizer sheet method, simply adhere the stabilizer to your foundation fabric 
following manufacturer's instructions. 

7. If using the iron-on transfer pen or pencil, follow manufacturer’s instructions for ironing the 
transfer onto the fabric

8. Stretch the tea towel into the embroidery hoop. 
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Flower embroidery

1. Cut an 18" length of !oss and separate it into two sections, each with three strands. 

2. Thread one section through your needle, keeping the three !oss threads even. To secure the !oss 
at the start of your stitching, hold the tail of the !oss on the wrong side of fabric and wrap stitches 
over 2" of the !oss tail.

3. Amy used a stem stitch, straight stitch and French knots in her !ower. Not sure how to do these 
stitches? See the previously-posted stitch tutorial we did on Sew4Home or refer to a copy of 
Stitched Style.

4. Follow the design stitch map below, which shows how the suggested stitches are applied.

5. Carefully cut away any loose threads.

6. Remove from hoop and hand embroider a simple running stitch along the bottom border of the 
towel (the border directly below your embroidered !ower), following the hemline.
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7. If using an iron-on stabilizer, when you are $nished stitching, tear or wash away the stabilizer, 
following manufacturer’s instructions.

8. Press gently. Amy recommends pressing the embroidered project wrong side down on a terry 
towel. The plush nap of the towel keeps the embroidery from being !attened by the iron. It’s best 
to use a white or light colored terry towel that has been washed.

9. Lay your tea towel wrong side up and !at on your work surface. Position so the embroidery is at 
the top. Place your pillow on the towel, about 5" up from the bottom. Fold the bottom of the towel 
up over the pillow, so the right side of the towel is now facing up. Fold the top of the tea towel 
over the bottom fabric creating an overlap. Adjust the placement of the overlap, turning to check 
the front, until the embroidery is centered where you like it on the front. Pin the overlapped layers 
of the towel together. The pins on the top and bottom folds act as a reference for the next step. 

10. Remove the pillow and turn the tea towel wrong side out (right sides together), with the 
overlapped area on top. Smooth out the towel. Using the pins from the previous step as the 
locations for the top and bottom folded edges, pin the two short sides. 
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11. Using a 5/8" seam, stitch the two short sides, securing the overlap. Press.

12. Snip the corners of the pillowcase, up to, but not through, the stitching.

13. Turn pillowcase right side out and press. 
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14. insert the pillow form through the front overlap. 

15. If the overlap opening gaps at all, tack the overlapped edges with a needle and thread.

This Sew4Home Guest Tutorial is authored by and courtesy of Amy Barickman of Indygo Junction and is 
based on her own design.
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